Abstract: We has developed "Image Recognition Device and Module" in "Development Project for a Common Basis of Next-Generation Robots" that is the consignment business of New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization(NEDO). The purpose of this project is to develop Image Recognition Module that is little hardware-scale, little power-consumption, useful and high-performance. The authors implemented the RT-Middleware on embedded processor DSP(Digital Signal Processor) for Image Recognition Module, for improve the development efficiency of component, and to offer the easy-to-use interfaces. In this paper, we introduce our project, concept of RT-Middleware, and mechanism of RT-Middleware for Image Recognition Module that we have developed.
INTRODUCTION
Needs for Next-Generation Robots that works instead of human has increased in Japan in recent years, because of lack of manpower by a falling birthrate and lack of nurse in a super-aged society. The Next-Generation Robots should be able to recognize the complex environment like the living space, for the robots coexist with human. We consider that image recognition is one of the most important functions in the environment recognition by the robot. It is necessary to process a huge image data in real-time to recognize the complex environment. To process a huge image data in real-time, the computer with an efficient processing performance like a PC is needed. Also, it is difficult to embed it in a robot because such a computer is large the hardware-scale and the power-consumption. Therefore, our consortium (FUJITSU Ltd., The University of Tokyo, Tokyo Metropolitan University, The University of Electro-Communications, Business Design Laboratory Co., Ltd., and Systems Engineering Consultants Co., Ltd.) has developed Image Recognition Module that is little hardware-scale, little power-consumption, useful and high-performance. The authors implemented the RT-Middleware on embedded processor DSP(Digital Signal Processor) for Image Recognition Module, because to improve the development efficiency of component, and to offer the easy-to-use interfaces.
In this paper, we introduce our project, concept of RTMiddleware, and mechanism of RT-Middleware for Image Recognition Module that we have developed. [3] . In the RT-Middleware, functional element of the robot is segmented into the unit that is called RT Component. The various network-based robotic-system can be constructed by combining these components.
OpenRTM-aist
The guideline of RT-Middleware's development technique is MDA(Model Driven Architecture) [4] that OMG(Object Management Group) [5] advocates. MDA is architecture to develop the system mainly using modeling. MDA consists of two models named PIM(Platform Independent Model) and PSM(Platform Specific Model). PIM is a model that independent on platforms of OS and the development languages, etc. PIM is chiefly modeled by UML(Unified Modeling Language) [6] . On the other hand, PSM is a model that depends on the platform. In development by MDA, first of all, the system developer designs the specification of the model based on PIM. PSM and implementation are generated from PSM with the tool automatically. On the other hand, CORBA cannot be implemented on the environment such as hardware resource is poor, or without the Ethernet interface. Method of using Proxy Component was proposed [13] , [14] , to apply the RT middleware in such the environment. It is a method of using the Proxy Component that converts interface between an original protocol RT-Middleware and OpenRTM-aist. RT Component has interoperability to OpenRTM-aist by using this technique. This technique is examined to apply to the project of "Development of Motion Control Device and Module" [15] , [16] .
We considered which technique had to be applied to the Image Recognition Module. First, the method of using CORBA is costly for implementation although has the independence as the module.
The method of using the Proxy Component decreases the independence as the module. However 7 System configuration for evaluation. We will develop the image recognition components and the tools to support developer, and improve RT-Middleware in the future.
(1) Improve RT-Middleware The demerit of our RT-Middleware was to have sent and received huge image data. Then, we will improve the performance, and add the function to specialize in the image recognition processing. 
